Name of the service: Child Birth
Birth Details: (confidential)
Date(dd/mm/yyyy): ------------Time: ----------AM
Place: ---------Nearest Place: ---------State: Andhra Pradesh
Country: India
Question : Will my brother have children? if yes, when? Is he going to have own children or adopted?
My sister in law birth details: ----------------), India.

ASTROLOGICL REPORT :
Dear Sir, Please find herewith the Abstract of the Astrological Analysis and Predictions purely based on the study on the
charts as per the given Birth details of your brother and your sister-in-law(Brother’s wife).
The Study is based on the Advanced Stellar and Sublord Theory (KP).
For your Kind note:
For the Progeny matters(Children), we have to study the 5th cuspal rulers, Jupiter and the running Dasa Periods.
The destiny:
• If the 5th cuspal co rulers especially cuspal sublord are connected to 2,5,11, the progeny is promised.
• If they are connected to 1,4,10,12,6 and barren sign the chance of progeny is denied.
• If they are connected to both the significations, there will be delay, miscarriage and chances of progeny in a
favorable Dasa period with the medical assistance and divine help.

ANALYSIS REPORT :
YOUR SISTER-IN-LAW:
She is born in Scorpio Lagna. Her 5th cusp(starting point of the 5th house) is falling on Pisces at 13degree 51 minutes and
13 seconds
The 5th cusp is in the Jupiter sign on the Saturn star and at the RAHU sub.
5th lord: JUPITER: It is posited in 12. It is also the lord of 2.
Jupiter is in its own star. Good. It is conjoined with Moon the lord of 9. Ut both are aspected by Saturn lord of
4(unfavorable to 5).
Jupiter is in the sub of RAHU. Here is the problem.
Rahu having no planet in its star is posited in 3 in Capricorn. It is conjoined with the lord of 1 and 6 Mars. Both are abortive
planets. And moreover Mars is signifying 1,6 (health issues to native and abortive nature). Rahu is in the star of Moon in
12.
Rahu also signifies 4 through Saturn,
Jupiter is in the subsub of Mars itself.
Hence Jupiter though signifying 2,5 which are favorable, the strong significations of 1,4,6,12 and Rahu and Mars the
abortive planets are detrimental.
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The 5th cuspal starlord: SATURN. It is an delaying and abortive planet , the lord of 4 in 7. It is in the star and sub of Moon
in 12. Not favorable. But Moon is in conjunction with lord of 2,5 Jupiter which aspects also. Saturn is in the sub sub of Sun
the lord of 10 in 9 but conjoined with Ketu an abortive planet. Further it is aspected by Mars the lord of 1,6 which is not
favorable.
The 5th Cuspal sublord: RAHU: This is most important in deciding the destiny. As described above Rahu is signifying
4,1,6,12 upto star level and conjoined with Mars. Mars being in its own star showing some health issues.
Rahu is in the sub of VENUS lord of 12 in 8 which is also aspected by Mars(1,6) and it is in the star of Saturn the lord of 4 in
7. This shows hurdles and abortive nature .
Being Rahu and no planet in its star and significator of abortive significations, it is not favorable.
HENCE THE DESTINY FOR THE PROGENY PROSPECTS IS NOT MUCH FAVORABLE.
DASA PERIODS:
The previous Dasas of MERCURY and KETU were also not supportive.
The running Dasa of VENUS.
As said above. Venus being afflicted by its position and aspect by Mars not favorable Its sublord KETU an abortive planet
represents Moon in 12, Sun lord of 10. Moon is conjoined with Jupiter lord of 2,5. It is afflicted.
But the aspects of Jupiter on the Venus , Saturn its starlord and Ketu its Sublord shows some favor.
Coming Bukthi SUN: (22/6/2013 to 22/6/2014) is showing some chances being in the sub of Jupiter.
BUT WE HAVE TO KEEP IN MIND THE DESTINY IS NOT SUPPORTIVE.

YOUR BROTHER:
He is Sagittarius Lagna born.
His 5th cusp falls in Aries sign at 12degree 58 minutes and 51 seconds
5th cuspal lord: MARS. Mars who is lord of 12 also posited in 1 conjoined with Moon the lord of 8. Not favorable.
Mars is in the star of Venus the lord of 6(abortive) in 9 in a barren sign.
Mar is in the sub of MERCURY lord of 10 in 10 itself in barren sign. Not supportive.
Mercury is in the star of Moon (1,8) conjoined with the lord of 5 Mars.
5th cuspal starlrod : KETU in 9. Good. But in a barren sign. Not good.
Ketu is in Venus star lord of 6 and 11 in 9 conjoined with 10 in barren sign. (6,10 not favorable) . Venus is in the star of SUN
lord of 9 in 10. Not favorable. It is aspected by Saturn lord of 2 in 5 which is favorable.
Ketu is in its own sub.
5th cuspal sublord: SATURN : Lord of 2 and 3 SATURN is posited in 5. Saturn having no planet in its star it strongly
signifying 5 and 2 which are favorable provided the other points are good. Saturn in barren sign and is in the star of Ketu
an abortive planet in Leo a barren sign.( Ketu is Posited in 9 which is favorable)
Saturn is in the sub of mercury lord of 10 in 10 in its own barren sign.
Hence not much favorable. Mixed and showing obstacles
11th cuspal sublord (5th to his wife). It is JUPITER:
Lord of 4 and 1 Jupiter (the karaka planet of progeny) is in a barren sign. Not good.
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It is in the star of Mars lord of 5 and 12 in 1. Mixed.
Mars is in the star of Venus lord of 6(abortive) is not good.
Jupiter is in the sub of RAHU in 3 but also signifies 2 and 5 through Saturn and also its star Jupiter. This is somehow
supportive with obstacles.
HENCE His chart is also showing afflictions and obstacles in progeny. But some favorable significations are seen.

PREDICTIONS.
1. The destiny of your sister-in-law for progeny prospects is poor. There are severe afflictions and abortive
tendencies or affliction to the formation of the embryo due to the abortive planets seen.
2. The destiny of your brother is also not much supportive. Affliction and obstacles are seen.
3. After a thorough study on the both the charts the following period is comparatively showing some trace of
chances for the progeny after may 2013 after the transit of Jupiter to Gemini sign.
4. Some trace of chances: Between May 2013 and end 2015. This period is favorable majorly to your brother and also
showing some support to his wife
5. Proper medical assistance with god’s grace is more required to get a progeny without any trouble.
6. A proper medical treatment of natural therpay or ayurvedic or homeopathic is more helpful in the said favorable
period
7. At the same time, both of their charts are showing the possibility of adopting a child. Especially her running period
is much supportive to that.
8. Hence there are some chances for possible progress after 2013 may only with a proper medical assistance for
both and with the grace of divine help, though there are severe obstacles are seen and destiny is not so strong.
SOME HELPFUL UPAYAS :
Sister in law:
• To recite mars stotra daily for 108 times
• To recite Beej mantra of Jupiter 108 times daily.
• To worship lord saibaba daily.
• To worship lord dakshnamurthy on every Thursday
• To do Surya namaskar daily.
• To worship lord hanuman every Tuesday.
Brother:
• To worship lord hanuman every Tuesday
• To recite Saturn stotra daily for 108 times
• To recite Beej mantra of Jupiter daily.
• To worship lord Saibaba daily.
• To worship lord Dakshnamurthy on every Thursday
I PRAY TO SHRIDI SAI BABA TO BLESS THEM A BABY AT THE EARLIEST !
GOOD LUCK !
OM SAIRAM !
With Regards
Dr.G.K.Adith Kasinath
(KP Hora Ratna).
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